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.2013.07.0Abstract Voltage instability is considered as a main threat to stability, security, and reliability in
the modern power systems. Prediction of voltage stability limit of multi-bus system through its
two-bus equivalent model is a hot topic of the research in the ﬁeld of power system operation
and control. This paper presents a novel method to assess voltage stability status using a unique
two-bus p-network equivalent derived with OPF solution of the actual system at different operating
conditions. As the FACTS controllers are now an ineluctable part of power system, this paper con-
siders an SVC and a TCSC in OPF formulation to assess voltage stable states of any interconnected
power system in terms of its reduced two-bus integrated p-equivalent system. Simulation results for
a practical power system establish that the proposed methodology is highly promising to assess
voltage stability in a better way as compared to existing series equivalent model.
 2013 Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Ain Shams University.1. Introduction
Present-day power systems are highly complex and widespread
and operating much closer to their breakdown limits due to
economical, environmental, political, and technical factors.
This scenario makes the power systems more vulnerable to
stability and security problems. Voltage stability has been4353148.
l.com (N. Palukuru).
Shams University.
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02recognized as one of these concerns and is referred to the
ability of a power system to maintain steady acceptable
voltages at all buses in the system under normal operating con-
ditions and/or after being subjected to a disturbance [1,2]. A
system is said to have entered a state of voltage instability
when a disturbance, increase in load demand, or a change in
system condition causes a progressive and uncontrollable drop
in voltage which can occur because of the inability of the net-
work to meet the increasing demand for reactive power [3,4].
Voltage instability is the cause of system collapse, in which
the system voltage decays to a level from which it is unable
to recover. Several large-scale power system blackouts in the
recent past all over the globe have been the consequences of
instabilities characterized by voltage collapse phenomena.
Hence, a proper analysis of voltage stability is essential for
successful operation and planning of the power system.in Shams University.
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reliability and reduction of system losses [5].
Over the last few decades, voltage stability is a very crucial
and hot point for both utilities and researchers. Several
techniques have been proposed in the literature for predicting
the voltage instability and collapse of the power system. Volt-
age stability being problem of power system under steady state
operation, load ﬂow study has long been used to ﬁnd voltage
stability and security indicators [6,7]. Continuation power ﬂow
technique enables the researchers to identify critical point of
voltage stability along with maximum system loadability. Load
ﬂow Jacobian and bifurcation analysis have been proved to be
the effective tools to identify voltage collapse point [8,9]. Many
researchers also used the conventional P–V or Q–V curves,
generated from the repetitive load ﬂow solutions with succes-
sively increased load, for the assessment of voltage stability
of the critical bus in a power system [1]. A P–Q plane of stabil-
ity is also used as a tool to assess the voltage stability limit of a
power system [10].
Efforts also have been done to develop the concept of deriv-
ing single line two-bus equivalent network of any multi-bus
power system to get a quick overview on the system voltage
stability in a global mode [11]. Here, the actual system is re-
duced into an equivalent two-bus system and then the global
voltage stability indices for indicating the state of the actual
system are easily computed by using the parameters of the
equivalent model. This concept is very attractive due to its sim-
plicity and less computational effort and the occurrence of
voltage collapse on the basis of the single line equivalent can
be studied easily and it is not necessary to consider every line
or bus of the system separately. In [12,13], the authors have
proposed a method to reduce the given power system into its
single line equivalent model on the basis of the equations of
load ﬂow solution and total power loss of the actual system
for the assessment of voltage stability in the global scenario.
Signiﬁcant research has also been devoted for developing dif-
ferent voltage stability indicators to study the occurrence of
a voltage collapse, using the concept of reduced two-bus equiv-
alent [14–18]. This single line equivalent system is simply a
power line having series equivalent impedance which is ob-
tained by lumping series impedances and shunt admittances
of transmission lines altogether available from the results of
load ﬂow study performed on the actual system. Accurate
assessment of voltage stability is possible if the power system
is faithfully represented by an equivalent two-bus system. As
the series impedances and shunt admittances are lumped, the
series model indicates voltage collapse at higher voltage level
and speciﬁes no appreciable change with increase in system
load. Also, in case of compensated power systems, the equiva-
lent series impedance of series model results in capacitive line
impedance which apparently indicates over series capacitive
compensation of the actual system. But it does not represent
the actual scenario. So, it is hard to draw any sharp inference
regarding voltage stability from the series equivalent model.
On the other hand, the advances in ﬂexible ac transmission
system (FACTS) controllers have led their applications in
improving the overall performance of power networks [19].
Several studies analyzing the application of FACTS controllers
for voltage and angle stability have been reported in [20].
Among the well known FACTS controllers, SVC, TCSC,
and STATCOM are the most widely used controllers for
effective improvement of voltage stability and so the overallstability of the power system. To analyze the effect of these
controllers, steady state models have been developed over
the decades. Load ﬂow analysis using such models would pro-
vide data necessary to calculate the voltage stability indicators
in order to evaluate the response of the system at any particu-
lar operating point.
On the basis of the previously mentioned literature, this pa-
per proposes a unique p-network two-bus equivalent model for
a multi-bus power system for more accurate assessment of
voltage stability in global scenario. The proposed model is ob-
tained by an innovative methodology considering the effect of
shunt branch admittances and series impedances of transmis-
sion lines separately available from the optimal power ﬂow
solution of the multi-bus power system. In addition, this paper
considers the incorporation of steady state models of SVC and
TCSC controllers into the optimal power ﬂow program to
investigate their impact on power system performance in terms
of voltage stability assessed in the equivalent two-bus domain
by digital computer simulation. Newton’s method of OPF is
adopted here to calculate the system state variables for differ-
ent operating conditions of the multi-bus power network con-
sidering economic criteria [21,22]. The simulation also includes
the identiﬁcation of the weakest load bus and determination of
the global voltage stable states of the system following the
derived unique p-network two-bus equivalent system. Simula-
tion results obtained with proposed approach are compared
with the results of well-established series equivalent system.
Improvement in voltage stability margins using the FACTS
controllers is also compared for the test system considered.
The proposed concept has been tested in a wide range of power
networks of varying sizes. In this paper, a real life power
system (203-bus Indian Eastern Grid) has been considered as
the test system to illustrate the utility of the proposed method.2. Modeling of FACTS controllers
The FACTS technology has provided the power system greater
control of power, secure loading of transmission lines, greater
ability to transfer power, prevention of cascading outages and
damping of power system oscillations [19]. Among the impor-
tant FACTS controllers, SVC and TCSC are most suitable for
the voltage control. This paper considers the steady state mod-
els of SVC and TCSC controllers in OPF formulation which
are discussed in the following section.
2.1. Static var compensator
Static var compensators have been extensively used in power
system applications to provide the controlled reactive power
and voltage stability improvement. The SVC ﬁring angle mod-
el has been used here for optimal power ﬂow analysis [22,23]. It
is made up of the parallel combination of a thyristor controlled
reactor (TCR) and a ﬁxed capacitor. The SVC is connected to
the transmission network via a step-down transformer as
shown in Fig. 1.
The SVC is considered as a continuous, shunt variable sus-
ceptance, which is adjusted in order to achieve a speciﬁed volt-
age magnitude while satisfying constraint conditions. Suitable
control of the equivalent reactance is brought about by varying
the current through the TCR by controlling the gate ﬁring
instant of thyristors and thus the equivalent susceptance Bt_svc
RLINE XLINE
bus n
XC 
XL
XTCSC
ILOOP
bus m
Figure 2 TCSC connected between bus n and bus m.
Figure 1 SVC connected to the transmission network via a step-
down transformer.
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Xsvc is determined by the parallel combination of XC and Xtcr
and is given by
Xsvc ¼ XCXLXC
p ð2ðp aÞ þ sinð2aÞÞ  XL
ð1Þ
The partial derivatives required to calculate load ﬂow Jacobian
with respect to the SVC (connected at mth bus) ﬁring angle a
are,
@Pm
@a
¼ @Ptsvc
@a
¼ V2m
@Gtsvc
@a
@Qm
@a
¼ @Qtsvc
@a
¼ V2m
@Btsvc
@a
where net active power injected at node m is given by
Pm ¼ active power injected by lines connected to the node
þ Ptsvc
and net reactive power injected at node m is given by
Qm ¼ reactive power injected by lines connected to the node
þQtsvc:
Here, Gt svc þ jBt svc ¼ 1=ðRt þ jðXt þ XsvcÞÞ
The Lagrangian function including the a iteration model of
SVC in OPF [22,23] is given below, where Qm (SVC is con-
nected to the mth bus of the network) is a function of the thy-
ristor ﬁring angle a as well as bus voltage magnitudes |V| and
phase angles d (transformer resistance Rt and hence Gt_svc is as-
sumed to be negligible).
LðPg; jVj; dÞ ¼
XNG
i¼1
FcðPgiÞ þ
XN
i¼1
kpi ½PiðjVj; dÞ  Pgi
 Ploadi  þ
XN
i¼NGþ1
kqi ½QiðjVj; dÞ Qgi
Qloadi  þ kqm ½QmðjVj; d; aÞ Qgm
Qloadm  ð2Þ
where Pgi ;Qgi are the real and reactive power generations at ith
generator bus; NG, the total number of generators; Fci , the cost
of generation at ith generator; where Pi,Qi are the active and
reactive power injections at ith bus respectively; kpi and kqi
are Lagrangian multipliers for active power and reactive power
balance at the ith bus, respectively.
If a is within limits (90 6 a 6 180), the speciﬁed voltage
magnitude at the mth bus is attained and it remains a PVbus-type. However, if a goes out of limits, it is ﬁxed at the vio-
lated limit and the bus becomes a PQ type bus with ﬁxed sus-
ceptance connected to it.
The Lagrangian function can be optimized using the fol-
lowing set of equations given in the matrix form:
@2L
@Pgi @Pgk
0 @
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@Pgi @kpk
0 0 0
0 @
2L
@di@dk
@2L
@di@kpk
@2L
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Dkqi
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@Pgi
 @L
@di
 @L
@kpi
 @L
@jVi j
 @L
@kqi
 @L
@a
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ð3Þ
At the end of the ith iteration, the variable ﬁring angle a is up-
dated like other state variables as, ai+1 = ai + Dai. Gt_svc
andBt_svc are calculated for the new value of ﬁring angle a, and
hence, the admittance matrix of the system is modiﬁed incorpo-
rating the change in diagonal term Ymm of the admittance ma-
trix. However, if the new angle a violates any of the limits,
then it is ﬁxed at the corresponding limit and a no longer serves
as a state variable, instead the voltagemagnitude at busmwhich
was a speciﬁed variable now becomes a state variable.
2.2. Thyristor controlled series compensator
TCSC is one of the most popular FACTS controllers, which al-
lows rapid and continuous modulation of the transmission line
impedance. Active power ﬂow along compensated transmission
line can bemaintained at a speciﬁed value under a range of oper-
ating conditions [19,24]. Fig. 2 is a schematic representation of
TCSC which consists of a series capacitor in parallel with a thy-
ristor controlled reactor (TCR). TCSC modiﬁes the line reac-
tance in order to control the power ﬂow through the line.
The equivalent reactance of the combination of ﬁxed capac-
itor and thyristor controlled reactor is a function of the ﬁring
angle a of the TCR in TCSC and can be represented by the fol-
lowing equation [24],
XTCSC ¼ XC þ C1f2ðp aÞ þ sinð2ðp aÞÞg  C2
 cos2ðp aÞfx tanðxðp aÞÞ  tanðp aÞg ð4Þ
where C1 ¼ XCþXLCp ; C2 ¼
4X2
LC
XLp
; x ¼ x0x ;
x0 ¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃLCp ;XLC ¼ XCXLXCXL ; x ¼ 2pf and 90 6 a 6 180
Thus, for a line between any two buses n and m with TCSC
in a system with N buses,
Znm ¼ RLINE þ jðXLINE þ XTCSCÞ
So, Ynn, Ynm,Ymn, and Ymm of the admittance matrix include 1/
Znm, of the line n–m. We can write,
1
Znm
¼ 1
RLINE þ jðXLINE þ XTCSCÞ ¼
RLINE
DT
 j Xeq
DT
where Xeq ¼ ðXLINE þ XTCSCÞ and DT ¼ ðR2LINE þ X2eqÞ
Sload
=Pr+jQr 
Ishs Ishr
Is Ir Ise 
Zse_eq 
sh
sh_eq
YY
2
= sh_eqY
m n 
Vr Vs Sg
=Pg+jQg
Figure 3 Equivalent two-bus p-network system.
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power ﬂow formulation requires an additional constraint to
maintain the power ﬂow through the controlled line at the
speciﬁed value. Active and reactive power injections at both
the ends of the controlled line now becomes a function of thy-
ristor ﬁring angle a as well as bus voltage magnitudes |V| and
angles d. So, the Lagrangian function can be modiﬁed as
LðPg; jVj; dÞ ¼
XNG
i¼1
FcðPgiÞ þ
XN
i¼1
kpi ½PiðjVj; dÞ  Pgi
 Ploadi  þ
XN
i¼NGþ1
kqi ½QiðjVj; dÞ Qgi
Qloadi  þ l½PnmðjVj; d; aÞ  Pnmsp  ð5Þ
The equations necessary for solving optimal power ﬂow
including the TCSC at any particular line as per Newton’s
method can be written in matrix form as [24,25]
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At the end of the ith iteration, the variable ﬁring angle a and
Lagrangian multiplier l is updated like other state variables
as, ai+1 = ai + Dai and li+1 = li + Dli. XTCSC is calculated
for the new value of ﬁring angle a and hence the admittance
matrix of the system is modiﬁed, incorporating the change in
diagonal term Ymm, Ynn and off-diagonal term Ynm and Ymn
of the admittance matrix. If a is within limits
(90 6 a 6 180), the speciﬁed active power ﬂow is attained.
However, if a goes out of limits, it is ﬁxed at the violated limit
and active power ﬂow through the line is uncontrolled and
determined by ﬁxed reactance of the TCSC.
The total power loss of the entire multi-bus power network
being the algebraic sum of all line ﬂows in the system, the
power balance equation for multi-bus power system is given by
Sg ¼ Sload þ Sl
also,
Sl ¼ Sse þ Ssh
where Sl is total complex power loss; Sse and Ssh are total com-
plex series and shunt losses; Sg and Sload are total complex
source and load powers, respectively.
3. Evaluation of two-bus p-equivalent model and formulation of
global voltage stability indicator
Let us consider a two-bus system where sending end bus is as-
sumed as a generator bus and receiving end bus a load bus
along with the series and shunt admittances representing the
equivalent of the entire multi-bus network as shown in
Fig. 3. The behavior of the proposed two-bus equivalent sys-
tem will be the same as that of multi-bus network and it should
reﬂect the common properties of original system and make
possible the evaluation of voltage stability [12–18]. Therefore,power balance equation for the two-bus equivalent network
can be written as
Sg ¼ Pg þ jQg ¼ Vs
!
Is
! ¼ ðSse þ SshÞ þ Sload
where Sse ¼ ð Vs! Vr!Þ Ise! and Ssh ¼ Vs! Ishs! þ Vr! Ishr!
Applying Kirchoff’s current law at node m (Fig. 3), it can
be written that
Ise
! ¼ Sg
Vs
! Ssh Vs
!
jVsj
!
2 þ jVrj
!
2
 !
ð7Þ
Similarly at node n,
Ise
! ¼ Ssh Vr!
jVsj
!
2 þ jVrj
!
2
 !
þ Sload
Vr
! ð8Þ
where Vs, Vr andIs, Ir are the sending and receiving end volt-
ages and currents; Ise is the current through series equivalent
impedance; Ishs, Ishr are the shunt branch currents at sending
and receiving end sides, respectively.
Substitution of Eq. (7) into Eq. (8) yields the following
SgjVsj
!2 Vr!þ SgjVrj!2 Vr! SshjVsj!2 Vr! SshjVrj!2 Vs!
 SloadjVsj
!2 Vs! SloadjVrj!2 Vs!
¼ 0 ð9Þ
Eq. (9) is deﬁned here as the Global State Equation (GSE)
of the proposed two-bus p-network equivalent for any multi-
bus power system and this can be separated into real and imag-
inary parts for solving receiving end voltage |Vr| and angle d by
assuming sending end voltage Vs ¼ 1\0 and Vr ¼ jVrj\d.
Then, the parameters of equivalent two-bus power network
can easily be determined as follows:
Equivalent series impedance, Zse eq ¼ ð V s
!
 V r
!
Þ
Ise
! ;
and equivalent shunt admittance, Y sh eq ¼ Ishr
!
V r
! ¼ Ishs!
V s
!.
Thus, the equivalent two-bus p-network model is developed
at any particular network and load conﬁguration where total
interconnected system has been replaced by a single line two-
bus system with same generation, load, and loss. The variables
of this equivalent network can be employed to assess the
behavior of the actual system as a whole, i.e., in global mode
at any particular operating condition.
Once the global two-bus p-network equivalent for the mul-
ti-bus power system is obtained, the global voltage stability
indicator could be formulated in a straightforward manner
from the parameters of the global network as follows:
The ABCD parameters of the two-bus p-equivalent system
are given by
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2
; B ¼ Z; C
¼ Y 1þ YZ
4
 
assuming Zse eq ¼ Z and Ysh eq ¼ Y
2
 
Also assuming
A ¼ jAj\a; B ¼ jBj\b; Vs! ¼ j Vs!j\h; Vr!
¼ j Vr!j\d; d < h
Sending end voltage being constant (1\0 p.u.), the active
and reactive power at receiving end are given by
Pr ¼ j Vr
!j
jBj cosðbþ dÞ 
jAjj Vr!j2
jBj cosðb aÞ
Qr ¼
j Vr!j
jBj sinðbþ dÞ 
jAjj Vr!j2
jBj sinðb aÞ
Jacobian matrix of above power ﬂow equation is given by
J ¼ 1jBj
j Vr!j sinðbþ dÞ cosðbþ dÞ  2jAjj Vr!j cosðb aÞ
j Vr!j cosðbþ dÞ sinðbþ dÞ  2jAjj Vr!j sinðb aÞ
" #
Then, at critical point of voltage stability, the determinant of
Jacobian matrix [25–27], D[J] = 0
) jVrj
! ¼ Vcr ¼ 1
2jAj cosðdþ aÞ ð10Þ
where Vcr is the critical value of receiving voltage at voltage
stability limit. Lower value ofVcr indicates that the system will
have better voltage proﬁle along with higher load catering
capability and therefore better voltage stability.
To maintain global voltage stability, D[J] > 0; i.e., global
voltage stability margin can be deﬁned as GVSM= D[J]. It
indicates how far the present operating condition is from the
global system voltage collapse, i.e., GVSM points on the global
voltage security status of the present operating condition.
In real time operation of power systems, the power control
centers would have the information of the various system state
measurements. Such information is similar to the result sum-
mary provided by the load ﬂow or optimal power ﬂow study.
So, the equivalent system can easily be evaluated and em-
ployed to assess the behavior of the system as a whole, i.e.,
in global mode without computation of Jacobian or Hessian
matrix. Therefore, the representation of any multi-bus power
system in an equivalent domain enables the fast assessment
of voltage stability and so useful for the practical on-line mon-
itoring of power systems.
4. Algorithm
The proposed algorithm for the system simulation is given
below:
Step 1. Solve optimal power ﬂow for base case load and
determine the weakest bus of the given multi-bus system.
Step 2. Make necessary modiﬁcations in the bus admittance
matrix and Hessian matrix for incorporating SVC or TCSC.
Step 3. Solve optimal power ﬂow problem to obtain the sys-
tem states. Go to step 6 if OPF iterative process does not
converge.
Step 4. Calculate total generation, load, and transmission
line loss of the system. Calculate equivalent series imped-ance (Zse_eq), equivalent shunt admittance (Ysh_eq), and
other parameters for the two-bus p-equivalent and hence
the global voltage stability margin.
Step 5. Increase the load of weakest bus by small steps at a
constant power factor and go to step 3.
Step 6. Stop.
5. Simulation results and discussion
The proposed algorithm has been tested on the West Bengal
State Electricity Board (WBSEB) 203-bus Indian Eastern Grid
system, which has a base load of 8887.48 MVA with 24 gener-
ators, 35 three-winding transformers, 37 two-winding trans-
formers and 108 load buses which are interconnected by 267
transmission lines. The single line diagram of the test system
is given in Appendix A (Fig. 12). A computer software pro-
gram has been developed in the MATLAB (Version 7.0) envi-
ronment to perform the optimal power ﬂow analysis including
the steady state models of SVC and TCSC. The reactive power
sensitivity analysis (dQ/dV criterion) [25,26] is used here to
diagnose the weakest bus of the system and the load bus
having minimum reactive power sensitivity is assumed to be
the weakest bus. This analysis reveals that bus number 172
as the weakest bus of the system. Proposed methodology is
applicable to any load bus of the power system; the weakest
bus is chosen here to present the simulation as it has highest
sensitivity toward voltage stability.
First, the optimal power ﬂow is successively solved for
uniformly increasing load conditions (at an increment of 20%
of base value keeping the load power factor constant) at the
weakest bus until the OPF algorithm fails to converge. The
OPF problem is then similarly solved for the application of
SVC at the weakest bus or TCSC at critical line connected to
the weakest bus. It should be noted that only one FACTS con-
troller at a time has been considered here for the simulation
purpose. For each case and each load set, the parameters of
two-bus p-equivalent model have been calculated and have
been used to assess the voltage stability of the actual system
in global scenario by calculating the global voltage stability
margin, global receiving end voltage, and global critical volt-
age. The parameters adopted for SVC and TCSC are given in
Appendix B. The results are quite encouraging and highly
promising as the proposed model can assess the voltage stabil-
ity of any power system at any operating point, more accurately
compared to currently available two-bus series equivalent
model [12–18]. The proﬁles shown below validate this fact.
Fig. 4 exhibits the proﬁle of global voltage stability margin
(GVSM) for WBSEB grid system indicating that the system
gradually moves toward voltage instability with increase in
load. Improved proﬁles have been obtained with the applica-
tion of FACTS devices. It is clear from the ﬁgure that with
the incorporation of SVC at weakest bus (no. 172) of the sys-
tem, the GVSM has been improved with better loading cater-
ing capability. It is also observed here that with the application
of TCSC in a critical line (line no. 21 which is connected be-
tween buses 156 and 152), more power ﬂow than original is
possible at each load set. TCSC enables the system to transmit
more power maintaining global voltage stability.
It is noted here that the parameters of the p-equivalent sys-
tem vary with variation of system operating condition. At the
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system operating load (p-equivalent model).
108 N. Palukuru et al.maximum loading point, the value of GVSM becomes zero
indicating that the system moving toward voltage instability.
A set of pre-calculated values of the GVSM corresponding
to different operating condition may be useful for the real time
operation where only the total line loss, total generation, and
total load of the entire system will be sufﬁcient for calculating
the present indicator value from the measured system data
which if compared with the already pre-calculated GVSM data
may reveal whether system is at the verge of voltage collapse or
not, almost instantly. Thus, this approach may be beneﬁcial
due to its simplicity associated with high speed of decision
making.
To make a direct comparison between the well-established
series equivalent model and the proposed model, the proﬁles
of global critical voltage (Vcr) for both models with variation
in operating load at the weakest load bus of the test system
are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. As the series imped-
ance and shunt admittances of transmission lines are lumped
within the series impedance for the series equivalent two-bus
model, the proﬁles for this model indicate voltage collapse at
higher voltage level and specify no appreciable change in Vcr
with increase in system load at the weakest bus. But in the caseFigure 5 Proﬁle of global critical voltage with the variation of
system operating load (series equivalent model).of p-equivalent model, it is observed that Vcr is very much sus-
ceptible to change in system operating load at the weakest bus.
Here, the global critical voltage increases with increase in load
indicating more threatening operating condition since voltage
collapse occurs even at higher voltage magnitude. So, it is pos-
sible to take account of system status change in a better way in
the proposed model. It is also clear from the ﬁgure that with
the application of SVC or TCSC, the proﬁle goes downward
which ensures the more stable system. Further, ﬁgures suggest
that the incorporation of the SVC enables the system to be sta-
ble even at much higher loading. But the TCSC provides best
voltage stability margin at all operating condition. Therefore,
selection of FACTS devices depends upon the system operat-
ing criteria.
Figs. 7 and 8 exhibit the variation in that global receiving
end voltage (Vg) for the existing series two-bus equivalent
and the proposed p-equivalent two-bus models respectively
for the load variation at the weakest bus of the test system.
The global receiving end voltage gradually decreases with
enhancement of load indicating that the system approaches lo-
cal voltage collapse at the equivalent receiving end. The receiv-
ing end voltage for series equivalent has higher level indicating
better voltage stability limit, whereas higher value of the
critical voltage opposes this fact indicating voltage collapse0.972
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Figure 7 Proﬁle of global receiving end voltage with the
variation of system operating load (series equivalent model).
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Figure 8 Proﬁle of global receiving end voltage with the
variation of system operating load (p-equivalent model).
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Figure 10 Variation of reactive power loss with the variation of
system operating load.
Voltage stability assessment of a power system incorporating FACTS controllers 109at lower system loading. So, it is hard to draw any sharp infer-
ence regarding voltage stability from series equivalent model.
Actually in case of series equivalent, the critical voltage only
depends on power factor of load, the effect of system parame-
ters are not accounted for in this model. It is clear from the ﬁg-
ures that with inclusion of SVC, there is a sharp improvement
in voltage stability along with higher loading capability. Also,
the application of TCSC indicates improved voltage proﬁle
though its actual signiﬁcance lies in its capability of handling
increased power ﬂow and hence increased stability even under
stressed condition.
The bus voltage magnitude in Fig. 9 reveals that the voltage
corresponding to the weakest bus is gradually decreasing and
thereby approaches voltage instability for increase in system
loading. A ﬂatter voltage proﬁle is possible where SVC is con-
nected at the weakest bus of the system with better load han-
dling capacity. The bus voltage starts drooping when SVC
reaches its ﬁring angle limit. Fig. 9 also suggests that an
improvement in voltage proﬁle with the incorporation of
TCSC though its actual signiﬁcance lies in its capability of
handling increased power ﬂow and hence increased stability
of the system even under stressed condition. It is observed here
that the voltage proﬁle is signiﬁcantly improved with the incor-
poration of SVC compared to TCSC.0.55
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Figure 9 Proﬁle of weak bus voltage with the variation of system
operating load.Figs. 10 and 11 exhibit the proﬁles of reactive power loss
and active power loss, respectively, for the variation of system
operating load indicating that the losses are reduced with the
application of FACTS devices. Moreover, it is observed from
the ﬁgures that with the application of SVC, the losses are re-
duced in a better way compared to TCSC under every operat-
ing condition.
The proposed network equivalent could be evaluated if the
total generation, load, active and reactive losses, and voltages
are available. Employing the variables of this network equiva-
lent, the global voltage stability margin can be calculated di-
rectly without any computation of the Hessian matrix. In the
real time operation of power systems, the power control centers
would be fed, through the communication links, the various
system state measurements. Such information is similar to the
result summary provided by the OPF or load ﬂow study. So,
the equivalent two-bus model for the actual system can easily
be evaluated and employed to assess the behavior of the system
as a whole, i.e., in global mode. Hence, the proposed method
enables the fast assessment of voltage stability and is useful
for the practical on-line monitoring of power systems. It should
be made clear here that the OPF has been used in this paper
only as a tool to get the information of total generation, active1.89
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Figure 11 Variation of active power loss with the variation of
system operating load.
110 N. Palukuru et al.and reactive losses, and voltages of the actual system. In prac-
tice, the GVSM may be calculated using the information avail-
able at the power control centers and not through any OPF or
load ﬂow runs. Therefore, the representation of any multi-bus
power system in an equivalent domain is very useful to assess
the overall voltage stability status of the system and to enable
the system operators or engineers to take quick action to avoid
any incidents of voltage collapse.
6. Conclusion
A novel methodology is proposed in this paper to assess the
voltage stability of a multi-bus power system using a unique
two-bus p-network equivalent model obtained with optimal
power ﬂow solution of the actual system at different operating
conditions. In addition, steady state models of the SVC and
TCSC have been developed and integrated into OPF program
to investigate their effect on voltage stability and security of
any multi-bus power system in terms of its reduced two-bus
integrated p-equivalent system. The equivalent network
parameters are able to sense any type of change in system sta-
tus in better way as compared to the well-established two-bus
series equivalent methodology and thus extremely helpful in
assessment of global voltage stable states of the entire network
following any disturbance in the load structure of the network.
Simulation results clearly demonstrate that the representationFigure 12 Typical Indian Easternof any multi-bus power network in an equivalent domain is
very useful to assess overall voltage stability status of the sys-
tem. Incorporation of steady state models of SVC and TCSC
in OPF analysis helps to examine their inﬂuence in the equiv-
alent mode and hence in the global voltage stability which in
due course helps the system operator to take quick decision
to select the suitable FACTS device depending upon particular
voltage stability related problem.
Appendix A.
The single line diagram of the WBSEB grid system is given in
Fig. 12
.
Appendix B.
The SVC parameters adopted are the following: (1) Trans-
former reactance Xt = 0.334 p.u. (2) Transformer resistance
Rt = 0 p.u. (3) Inductor reactance for the TCR,
XL = 0.8741 p.u. and (4) Capacitive reactance,
XC = 3.2484 p.u. The maximum capacitive susceptance ob-
tained is BSVC_max = 0.3431 p.u., i.e., 34.31 MVar is the max-
imum reactive power that the SVC can inject at 1.00 p.u.
terminal voltage. Resonance for the values adopted for the
SVC model occurs at about 128. Thus, an initial value of
140 has been adopted for the ﬁring angle a.Grid (WBSEB 203-bus) system.
Voltage stability assessment of a power system incorporating FACTS controllers 111The TCSC parameters adopted for line no. 21, i.e., line
156–152 of WBSEB system with line resistance 0.0034 p.u.
and line reactance 0.0128 p.u. are (1) Capacitive reactance,
XC = 0.005 p.u. and (2) Inductive reactance
XL = 0.00135 p.u. for which resonance occurs at 133.2346.
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